
Generation 1 = 1990-1993 (USA), pre-facelift Accessory Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts
kit list price, list price, list price, list price, list price, list price,

Quantity Part Number Description Jan-2016 Jan-2016 Jan-2013 Jan-2011 Mar-08 Nov-07

Front Bumper Kit B6-602-0665 Kit with bumper, auxiliary high beam lights, cable harnesses, & energy absorber $1,150

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-880-05-40 Front bumper $2,240 $2,150 $1,710 $1,600 $1,510
1 HWA-124-880-02-05 Tow hook cover $62 $70 $102 $65 $62
2 HWA-201-820-01-56 Auxiliary high-beam lights $210 $175 $189 $120 $117 each
2 HWA-201-540-01-08 Wiring harness for auxiliary high-beam lights € 65 € 56 € 56 ? ? each
1 HWA-124-885-01-37 Energy absorbing unit $174 $119 $145 $92 $89
2 201-698-02-14 Tow hook cover retention straps $0.70 $0.70 $1.50 $1.50 $2.20 each
2 HWA-001-997-04-90 Zip-ties, 10cm long N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A each
2 003-988-88-78 Clip - Small metal U-shaped clip $1.20 $2.50 $2.20 $0.70 $0.70 each
4 304017-006020 Bolt - M6 x 20mm $2.00 $2.00 $1.70 $1.20 $1.20 each
4 000934-006007 Nut - M6 $1.70 $1.50 $1.00 $0.20 $0.20 each
8 009021-006208 Washer - M6 (20mm O.D., 6.5mm I.D.) $1.00 $2.00 $1.70 $0.50 $0.50 each

Side Skirts B6-602-0666 Kit with left & right side skirts, and jack hole covers $1,200

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-690-03-40 Left side skirt (for sedan and wagon only) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 HWA-124-690-04-40 Right side skirt (for sedan and wagon only) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
4 HWA-124-698-01-30 Jack hole cover $46 $45 $42 $30 $33 each

Rear Bumper Kit B6-602-0667 Kit with bumper & energy absorber $1,140

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-880-03-40 Rear bumper (for sedan, coupe, and cabriolet) $2,480 $1,950 $1,550 $1,460 $1,370
1 HWA-124-885-02-37 Energy absorbing unit (for sedan, coupe, and cabriolet) $174 $135 $145 $92 $89

3-pc rear spoiler B6-602-0669 Kit with rear deck lid spoiler (duck tail) - all 3 pieces, logos, and adhesive $375
NOTE: Sedan duck tail "B6" kit is no longer available new as of Jan-2010.

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-790-11-88 Spoiler on left fender (for sedan only) $408 $270 $268 $189 $180
1 HWA-124-790-12-88 Spoiler on right fender (for sedan only) $408 $280 $306 $195 $187
1 HWA-124-790-13-88 Spoiler on center trunk lid (for sedan only) - zero stock in Germany July-1, 2008 $1,590 $605 $480 $424 $408
1 HWA-124-584-02-39 Plate (for sedan only) € 5 € 5 € 5 N/A N/A
1 HWA-201-758-03-58 Mercedes star $216 $169 $46 $41 $40
1 HWA-201-817-03-15 AMG logo $75 $73 $73 $64 $61

0 1 HWA-201-989-01-71 Adhesive for mounting spoiler $75 $70 $66 $46 $45

Total kit price (list): $3,865
Total kit price (-20%): $3,092

W124 Gen 1 - Sedan



Generation 1 = 1990-1993 (USA), pre-facelift Accessory Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts
kit list price, list price, list price, list price, list price, list price,

Quantity Part Number Description Jan-2016 Jan-2016 Jan-2013 Jan-2011 Mar-08 Nov-07

Front Bumper Kit B6-602-0665 Kit with bumper, auxiliary high beam lights, cable harnesses, & energy absorber $1,150

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-880-05-40 Front bumper $2,240 $2,150 $1,710 $1,600 $1,510
1 HWA-124-880-02-05 Tow hook cover $62 $70 $102 $65 $62
2 HWA-201-820-01-56 Auxiliary high-beam lights $210 $175 $189 $120 $117 each
2 HWA-201-540-01-08 Wiring harness for auxiliary high-beam lights € 65 € 56 € 56 ? ? each
1 HWA-124-885-01-37 Energy absorbing unit $174 $119 $145 $92 $89
2 201-698-02-14 Tow hook cover retention straps $0.70 $0.70 $2 $1.50 $2.20 each
2 HWA-001-997-04-90 Zip-ties, 10cm long N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A each
2 003-988-88-78 Clip - Small metal U-shaped clip $1.20 $2.50 $2.20 $0.70 $0.70 each
4 304017-006020 Bolt - M6 x 20mm $2.00 $2.00 $1.70 $1.20 $1.20 each
4 000934-006007 Nut - M6 $1.70 $1.50 $1.00 $0.20 $0.20 each
8 009021-006208 Washer - M6 (20mm O.D., 6.5mm I.D.) $1.00 $2.00 $1.70 $0.50 $0.50 each

Side Skirts B6-602-0670 Kit with left & right side skirts, and jack hole covers (Same for Gen 1 & Gen 2) $965
NOTE: Coupe/cabrio side skirts are no longer available new as of Jan-2011.

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-690-05-40 Left side skirt (for coupe & cabriolet only) $750 $730 $685 $610 N/A
1 HWA-124-690-06-40 Right side skirt (for coupe & cabriolet only) $750 $730 $685 $610 N/A
4 HWA-124-698-01-30 Jack hole cover $46 $45 $42 $30 $33 each

Rear Bumper Kit B6-602-0667 Kit with bumper & energy absorber $1,140

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-880-03-40 Rear bumper (for sedan, coupe, and cabriolet) $2,480 $1,950 $1,550 $1,460 $1,370
1 HWA-124-885-02-37 Energy absorbing unit (for sedan, coupe, and cabriolet) $174 $135 $145 $92 $89

3-pc rear spoiler B6-602-0672 Kit with rear deck lid spoiler (duck tail) - all 3 pieces, logos, and adhesive $700

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-790-06-88 Spoiler on center trunk lid (for coupe & cabriolet only) $775 $775 $745 $650 N/A
1 HWA-124-790-07-88 Spoiler on left fender (for coupe & cabriolet only) $408 $208 $206 $145 N/A
1 HWA-124-790-08-88 Spoiler on right fender (for coupe & cabriolet only) $408 $208 $206 $145 N/A
1 HWA-124-584-01-39 Plate (for coupe & cabriolet only) $10 $9 $9 $6 N/A
1 HWA-201-758-03-58 Mercedes star $216 $169 $46 $41 $40
1 HWA-201-817-03-15 AMG logo $75 $73 $73 $64 $61
1 HWA-201-989-01-71 Adhesive for mounting spoiler $75 $70 $66 $46 $45

Total kit price (list): $3,955
Total kit price (-20%): $3,164

W124 Gen 1 - Coupe-Cabrio



Generation 1 = 1990-1993 (USA), pre-facelift Accessory Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts
kit list price, list price, list price, list price, list price, list price,

Quantity Part Number Description Jan-2016 Jan-2016 Jan-2013 Jan-2011 Mar-08 Nov-07

Front Bumper Kit B6-602-0665 Kit with bumper, auxiliary high beam lights, cable harnesses, & energy absorber $1,150

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-880-05-40 Front bumper $2,240 $2,150 $1,710 $1,600 $1,510
1 HWA-124-880-02-05 Tow hook cover $62 $70 $102 $65 $62
2 HWA-201-820-01-56 Auxiliary high-beam lights $210 $175 $189 $120 $117 each
2 HWA-201-540-01-08 Wiring harness for auxiliary high-beam lights € 65 € 56 € 56 ? ? each
1 HWA-124-885-01-37 Energy absorbing unit $174 $119 $145 $92 $89
2 201-698-02-14 Tow hook cover retention straps $0.70 $0.70 $2 $1.50 $2.20 each
2 HWA-001-997-04-90 Zip-ties, 10cm long N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A each
2 003-988-88-78 Clip - Small metal U-shaped clip $1.20 $2.50 $2.20 $0.70 $0.70 each
4 304017-006020 Bolt - M6 x 20mm $2.00 $2.00 $1.70 $1.20 $1.20 each
4 000934-006007 Nut - M6 $1.70 $1.50 $1.00 $0.20 $0.20 each
8 009021-006208 Washer - M6 (20mm O.D., 6.5mm I.D.) $1.00 $2.00 $1.70 $0.50 $0.50 each

Side Skirts B6-602-0666 Kit with left & right side skirts, and jack hole covers $1,200

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-690-03-40 Left side skirt (for sedan and wagon only) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 HWA-124-690-04-40 Right side skirt (for sedan and wagon only) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
4 HWA-124-698-01-30 Jack hole cover $46 $45 $42 $30 $33 each

Rear Bumper Kit B6-602-0675 Kit with bumper (same for both Gen 1 and Gen 2) $1,150

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-880-04-40 Rear bumper (for wagon only) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Total kit price (list): $3,500
Total kit price (-20%): $2,800

W124 Gen 1 - Wagon



Generation 2 = 1994-1995 (USA), with "facelift" hood, grille, trunk lid, and corner lights Accessory Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts
kit list price, list price, list price, list price, list price, list price,

Quantity Part Number Description Jan-2016 Jan-2016 Jan-2013 Jan-2011 Mar-08 Nov-07

Front Bumper Kit B6-602-0730 Kit with bumper, auxiliary high beam lights, cable harnesses, & energy absorber $1,150

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-885-01-25 Front bumper $2,850 $1,600 $1,860 $1,750 $1,650
1 HWA-124-885-01-26 Tow hook cover $69 $77 $87 $55 $53
1 HWA-140-820-07-56 Auxiliary high-beam light, left $446 $278 $408 $354 $340
1 HWA-140-820-08-56 Auxiliary high-beam light, right $446 $278 $408 $354 $340
2 HWA-140-540-01-08 Wiring harness for auxiliary high-beam lights $48 $56 $50 $31 $30 each
1 HWA-124-885-01-37 Energy absorbing unit $154 $119 $145 $92 $89
1 HWA-104-584-01-43 AMG logo $50 $97 $89 $56 $54
2 006-988-28-78 Tow hook cover retention straps $3 $4.20 $3.90 $2.40 $2.20 each
2 000-990-34-92 Plastic push-in rivets $1 $1.40 $1.00 $0.50 $0.50 each
2 HWA-001-997-04-90 Zip-ties, 10cm long N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A each
3 003-988-88-78 Clip - Small metal U-shaped clip $1.20 $2.50 $2.20 $0.70 $0.70 each
4 304017-006020 Bolt - M6 x 20mm $2.00 $2.00 $1.70 $1.20 $1.20 each
4 000934-006007 Nut - M6 $1.70 $1.50 $1.00 $0.20 $0.20 each
4 009021-006208 Washer - M6 (20mm O.D., 6.5mm I.D.) - EPC indicates should be qty 8 $1.00 $2.00 $1.70 $0.50 $0.50 each

Not included in kit N/A HWA-202-820-01-56 Fog light (L), for use with 500E/E500 main headlamps - requires custom brackets $575 $448 $400 $328 $314
Not included in kit N/A HWA-202-820-02-56 Fog light (R), for use with 500E/E500 main headlamps - requires custom brackets $575 $448 $400 $328 $314

Side Skirts B6-602-0732 Kit with left & right side skirts, and jack hole covers $1,020

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-698-01-54 Left side skirt (for sedan & wagon only) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 HWA-124-698-02-54 Right side skirt (for sedan & wagon only) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
4 HWA-124-698-02-30 Jack hole cover $50 $54 $59 $38 $36 each

Spacers, screws, & weird little plastic insert thingys

Rear Bumper Kit B6-602-0731 Kit with bumper & energy absorber $1,200

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-885-02-25 Rear bumper (for sedan, coupe, & cabriolet only) $2,420 $1,370 $1,590 $1,490 $1,400
1 HWA-124-885-02-37 Energy absorbing unit (for sedan, coupe, & cabriolet only) $174 $135 $145 $92 $89

3-pc rear spoiler N/A N/A Due to shape of 94-95 rear deck lid with handle, there is no factory Gen 2 spoiler 

Total kit price (list): $3,370
Total kit price (-20%): $2,696

Gen2 kit plus duck tail (list): $3,745
Gen2 kit plus duck tail (-20%): $2,996

W124 Gen 2 - Sedan



Generation 2 = 1994-1995 (USA), with "facelift" hood, grille, trunk lid, and corner lights Accessory Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts
kit list price, list price, list price, list price, list price, list price,

Quantity Part Number Description Jan-2016 Jan-2016 Jan-2013 Jan-2011 Mar-08 Nov-07

Front Bumper Kit B6-602-0730 Kit with bumper, auxiliary high beam lights, cable harnesses, & energy absorber $1,150

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-885-01-25 Front bumper $2,850 $1,600 $1,860 $1,750 $1,650
1 HWA-124-885-01-26 Tow hook cover $69 $77 $87 $55 $53
1 HWA-140-820-07-56 Auxiliary high-beam light, left $446 $278 $408 $354 $340
1 HWA-140-820-08-56 Auxiliary high-beam light, right $446 $278 $408 $354 $340
2 HWA-140-540-01-08 Wiring harness for auxiliary high-beam lights $48 $56 $50 $31 $30 each
1 HWA-124-885-01-37 Energy absorbing unit $154 $119 $145 $92 $89
1 HWA-104-584-01-43 AMG logo $50 $97 $89 $56 $54
2 006-988-28-78 Tow hook cover retention straps $3 $4.20 $3.90 $2.40 $2.20 each
2 000-990-34-92 Plastic push-in rivets $1 $1.40 $1.00 $0.50 $0.50 each
2 HWA-001-997-04-90 Zip-ties, 10cm long N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A each
3 003-988-88-78 Clip - Small metal U-shaped clip $1.20 $2.50 $2.20 $0.70 $0.70 each
4 304017-006020 Bolt - M6 x 20mm $2.00 $2.00 $1.70 $1.20 $1.20 each
4 000934-006007 Nut - M6 $1.70 $1.50 $1.00 $0.20 $0.20 each
4 009021-006208 Washer - M6 (20mm O.D., 6.5mm I.D.) - EPC indicates should be qty 8 $1.00 $2.00 $0.50 $0.50 each

Not included in kit N/A HWA-202-820-01-56 Fog light (L), for use with 500E/E500 main headlamps - requires custom brackets $575 $448 $400 $328 $314
Not included in kit N/A HWA-202-820-02-56 Fog light (R), for use with 500E/E500 main headlamps - requires custom brackets $575 $448 $400 $328 $314

Side Skirts B6-602-0670 Kit with left & right side skirts, and jack hole covers (Same for Gen 1 & Gen 2) $965
NOTE: Coupe/cabrio side skirts are no longer available new as of Jan-2011.

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-690-05-40 Left side skirt (for coupe & cabriolet only) $750 $730 $685 $610 N/A
1 HWA-124-690-06-40 Right side skirt (for coupe & cabriolet only) $750 $730 $685 $610 N/A
4 HWA-124-698-01-30 Jack hole cover $46 $45 $42 $30 $33 each

Rear Bumper Kit B6-602-0731 Kit with bumper & energy absorber $1,200

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-885-02-25 Rear bumper (for sedan, coupe, & cabrio only) $2,420 $1,370 $1,590 $1,490 $1,400
1 HWA-124-885-02-37 Energy absorbing unit $174 $135 $145 $92 $89

3-pc rear spoiler N/A N/A Due to shape of 94-95 rear deck lid with handle, there is no factory Gen 2 spoiler 

Total kit price (list): $3,315
Total kit price (-20%): $2,652

Gen2 kit plus duck tail (list): $3,690
Gen2 kit plus duck tail (-20%): $2,952

W124 Gen 2 - Coupe-Cabrio



Generation 2 = 1994-1995 (USA), with "facelift" hood, grille, trunk lid, and corner lights Accessory Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts Spare parts
kit list price, list price, list price, list price, list price, list price,

Quantity Part Number Description Jan-2016 Jan-2016 Jan-2013 Jan-2011 Mar-08 Nov-07

Front Bumper Kit B6-602-0730 Kit with bumper, auxiliary high beam lights, cable harnesses, & energy absorber $1,150

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-885-01-25 Front bumper $2,850 $1,600 $1,860 $1,750 $1,650
1 HWA-124-885-01-26 Tow hook cover $69 $77 $87 $55 $53
1 HWA-140-820-07-56 Auxiliary high-beam light, left $446 $278 $408 $354 $340
1 HWA-140-820-08-56 Auxiliary high-beam light, right $446 $278 $408 $354 $340
2 HWA-140-540-01-08 Wiring harness for auxiliary high-beam lights $48 $56 $50 $31 $30 each
1 HWA-124-885-01-37 Energy absorbing unit $154 $119 $145 $92 $89
1 HWA-104-584-01-43 AMG logo $50 $97 $89 $56 $54
2 006-988-28-78 Tow hook cover retention straps $3 $4.20 $3.90 $2.40 $2.20 each
2 000-990-34-92 Plastic push-in rivets $1 $1.40 $1.00 $0.50 $0.50 each
2 HWA-001-997-04-90 Zip-ties, 10cm long N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A each
3 003-988-88-78 Clip - Small metal U-shaped clip $1.20 $2.50 $2.20 $0.70 $0.70 each
4 304017-006020 Bolt - M6 x 20mm $2.00 $2.00 $1.70 $1.20 $1.20 each
4 000934-006007 Nut - M6 $1.70 $1.50 $1.00 $0.20 $0.20 each
4 009021-006208 Washer - M6 (20mm O.D., 6.5mm I.D.) - EPC indicates should be qty 8 $1.00 $2.00 $0.50 $0.50 each

Not included in kit N/A HWA-202-820-01-56 Fog light (L), for use with 500E/E500 main headlamps - requires custom brackets $575 $448 $400 $328 $314
Not included in kit N/A HWA-202-820-02-56 Fog light (R), for use with 500E/E500 main headlamps - requires custom brackets $575 $448 $400 $328 $314

Side Skirts B6-602-0732 Kit with left & right side skirts, and jack hole covers $1,020

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-698-01-54 Left side skirt (for sedan & wagon only) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
1 HWA-124-698-02-54 Right side skirt (for sedan & wagon only) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
4 HWA-124-698-02-30 Jack hole cover $50 $54 $59 $38 $36 each

Rear Bumper Kit B6-602-0675 Kit with bumper (same for both Gen 1 and Gen 2) $1,150

Kit Contents: 1 HWA-124-880-04-40 Rear bumper (for wagon only) N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Total kit price (list): $3,320
Total kit price (-20%): $2,656

Gen2 kit plus duck tail (list): $3,695
Gen2 kit plus duck tail (-20%): $2,956

W124 Gen 2 - Wagon



Old ducktail with molded "AMG" logo:
HS W 124 788 04 17 (center)
HS W 124 788 04 02/2 (left)
HS W 124 788 04 08/3 (right)

Note that "Gen 1" side skirts will not work
properly with 1986-1989 sedans/wagons
without the wide side moulding. These
early cars will need to be upgraded to the
wide moulding. The very early (Gen "zero")
side skirts may no longer be available from
AMG or Mercedes, and I don't have the
part numbers for them.

Notes
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